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Save our Post Offices

The Post Office plans to close over 250 post offices in Scotland in the next year, with 44 closures already
announced. The SNP plans to fight these closures, help us now by joining our campaign and writing to
the Post Office. MORE

Join the conversation.

The SNP's white paper sets out a vision of Independence and responsibility in the modern world. It is an
inclusive, governmental document – making clear that we believe Independence and equality offers the
best future for Scotland, while urging those who believe in other possibilities, such as more powers, to
come into the conversation. MORE

It's time to rid Scotland of nuclear weapons

The SNP wants a safer, healthier and wealthier Scotland. We believe nuclear weapons are the wrong
choice for a successful Scotland. That's why we won't waste £25 billion on new weapons of mass
destruction, when it can be better spent in our schools, hospitals and other public services. MORE

Donate Campaign

The SNP are proud to be different from the other political parties. We have built a broad base of
individual donors who care about Scotland to ensure that we answer to no one but the people. Every
penny that you Donate helps us to promote our positive vision of Scotland. We can only continue to work
to build a stronger and more successful nation with the help and support of people like you. MORE
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WESTMINSTER  STUDENTS  YOUTH  TRADE UNION GROUP

Promoted by Peter Murrell on behalf of the Scottish National Party, both at 107 McDonald Road, Edinburgh EH7 4NW.





































































































